
Directions: after reading through Daniel chapter six and some good articles on the nature of lions and Babylon, consider and discuss the way the lions that Daniel was  
delivered from are described above. Do you agree with the points made? Would you change or add to them in any way? — At the end of the study, discuss the most 
important descriptive phrases and make applications. In this, think about who or what you find intimidating while comparing such to the mightly God of Daniel and the power 
of God seen in the resurrection of the Lord Jesus. —  © 2022 by Jon F. Mahar, Hakusan City, Japan and Alexander, Maine, U.S.A. 

* * * 

feared more than 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 
 

probably like 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

stronger than 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

used to 
                    

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

weak compared 
                    

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

wrongly 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

not feared 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

 The  LIONS 
         in Daniel chapter six  were  /  are ... 

* * * 
 

instinctively 
                 
 

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

helping show that 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

part of a 
                         

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

not to be feared 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 
 

probably 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

deadly but 
                   

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * * 

an important part 
                    

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * 
 

much like 
                 
 

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

* * 

in a 
                    

(Agree? yes, no, partly)

the guards in Matt. 28:4 intimidate �6:7, 26-27� to the God of Daniel �6:27�

by Daniel �6:10, 23�

depicted by many artists

of a climactic chapter miraculously overcome

the fiery furnace in 3:4-29

resurrection-like story

Daniel�s enemies �6:24�

most other wild animals Daniel�s God is GOD

ready to kill and devour

tomb like den �6:17�

terrified by the angel

“Then King Darius wrote: To all peoples, nations, and languages that dwell in all the earth: Peace be mul-
tiplied to you. I make a decree that in every dominion of my kingdom men must tremble and fear before 
the God of Daniel. For He is the living God, and steadfast forever; His kingdom is the one which shall not 
be destroyed, and His dominion shall endure to the end. He delivers and rescues, and He works signs and 
wonders in heaven and on earth, Who has delivered Daniel from the power of the lions.   (Daniel 6:25-27)

instead of the Lord �6:25-27�
associated with Babylonian power
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Rubens' painting of Daniel in the lions' den is wrong in several ways. 
First, Daniel appears to be young and afraid rather than a mature, fearless prophet. 
Second, the Lord had sent an angel to close the mouths of the lions (6:22), but in the 
painting the mouths of several lions are open. We do not know how the angel closed 
their mouths, but it was probably through fear. They would have been terrified of the 
angel, much like the soldiers on guard at the tomb in Matthew 28:4 who became like 
dead men. They probably would have been trying to hide in the far corners fo the den. 
Third, Rubens painted many male lions along with a few females. If that had been the 
case, the competitive male lions would have fought and killed one another. Many lion-
esses make much more sense.

How were lions viewed in Babylon? 
The Babylonians, the Persians, and other ancient people used the lion to represent great strength, and they associated such with their gods 
such as the Babylonian goddess Ishtar. So it was a powerful cultural statement with deep meaning for King Darius to write of the God of Daniel 
as the living God who had delivered the prophet from the power of the lion (6:25-27). Several of the points in the worksheet for this study concern 
this topic.

How is the lions' den story like the resurrection of Jesus? 
A stone was placed over the entrance, and the stone was sealed (6:17). Darius thought of the prophet as dead (6:18-20). So Daniel's survival 
and coming out of the den was joyous (17:23) like Jesus' resurrection. Also, Daniel innocence (6:22) parallel's Jesus' sinless perfection to some 
extent. Best of all, Daniel's preservation was such a great testimony that the king became a believer in Daniel's God (6:25-27). It was a sign to 
Darius, much like the resurrection is the greatest sign of Jesus' divinity to us.

Why doesn’t the story end with the deliverance of Daniel?  
There is much in Daniel, as in the rest of the Bible, about the judgement of the wicked. So the gruesome deaths of those who had opposed 
Daniel and tricked the king is reported as well (6:24). The hungry lions were easily able to overcome Daniel’s enemies, even though they were 
a large group. There was no deliverance for any of them. 

What is the application?  
The lions were instruments of intimidation, much like the fiery furnace in chapter three, but believers are not to be intimidated by the power of 
the opposition. (See 1 Peter 5:8.) The lions were weak compared to the God of Daniel (Daniel 6:27). The Lord was able to deliver his servant, 
and he is able to deliver us as well, according to his will (3:17-18).
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